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M AXINE C. JOHNSON
In September 1980, Maxine Johnson completed a
study o f the Bozeman area economy, sponsored by
First Bank Bozeman. Professor Johnson presented a
summary o f the completed study report to
Bozeman area residents in November. The report
was updated in A pril 1981 for inclusion in this issue
o f the Quarterly.

Maxine C. Johnson is Director o f the
Bureau of Business and Economic
Research and Professor of Management,
School of Business Administration,
University o f Montana, Missoula.

T h is report analyzes the Bozeman area economy.
It is designed to describe the local economy today
and to assess its prospects for the future.
The Bozeman trade area covers Gallatin County
and extends well into Park and Madison counties;
all three counties are included in the area analysis.
Because Bozeman is located there and because its
economy far exceeds the other two county
economies in size, special attention will be given to
economic activity in Gallatin County.

Unfortunately, economic information at the
county level is limited and the data that are
available are subject to a considerable time lag.
Because of this, there are limitations to the analysis
and not all the information is as up to date as we
would like. Some of the figures used are more
reliable than others; some are preliminary es
timates subject to revision. Nevertheless, we
believe this analysis presents an accurate picture of
the Bozeman area economy and a reasonable
interpretation of its prospects for the future.

Overall Growth in the Seventies

the increasing number o f divorces, the number of
households throughout the United States has
grown much more rapidly than the population.
This has also been true in the Bozeman trade area
(figure 1). While population was growing 25
percent, our preliminary estimates indicate that the
number of occupied year-round housing units
Figure 1
Population and Household Growth
Montana and the Bozeman Trade Area

1970-1980

PERCENT
INCREASE
M -I

The decade of the 1980s opened with a recession
and the prospects of numerous longer-term
economic problems. Yet the Bozeman trade area
faced the new decade from a position of strength.
The area had experienced considerable growth
during the 1970s and had developed a strong
economic base. Bozeman had been a good place to
do business.

Population and number of households
The Bozeman area's population grew twice as
rapidly as Montana's total population between 1970
and 1980: 25 percent versus 13 percent. According
to Census counts, approximately 61,000 persons
lived in the three counties in 1980 : 42,900 in
Gallatin, 12,700 in Park, and 5,400 in Madison. The
population increase for the area as a whole
amounted to about 12,000 residents, over 10,000 of
whom lived in Gallatin County.
Population
Gallatin
Madison
Park
Three-county
area

1970
32,505
5,014
11,197

1980
42,865
5,448
12,660

48,716

60,973

Although population figures are more frequently
quoted, changes in the number of households are
of far greater consequence to most of the business
community. More households mean more
furniture and appliance demand, more automobile
sales, and a larger market for many other types of
consumer goods and services.
For a number of reasons, among them the large
number of young people born in the fifties and
early sixties who reached the household formation
years during the 1970s, the tendency for young
people to leave the family home at an early age, and
6

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census and University of
Montana, Bureau of Business and Economic Research.

increased much more rapidly — 42 percent — over
the decade. That figure represents about 6,500 new
households in the area in ten years and goes a long
way toward explaining the growth in the demand
for consumer goods and services in the three
counties since 1970. O f the 6,500 additional
occupied housing units, approximately 5,100 were
in Gallatin County.
Households
1970
G allatin
9754
Madison
1,696
Park
3,947
Three-county
15,397
area

1980
14,878
2,094
4,945
21,917

Among the fifty-six Montana counties, only three
Jefferson, Ravalli, and Rosebud — had a larger
percentage increase in population than Gallatin
County during the 1970s.
The Bozeman Area Economy/M axine C. Johnson

Economic activity as measured by nonfarm
earnings
One of the best available measures of economic
activity and growth for counties in Montana is
nonfarm earnings. Agriculture is very important in
the area, but the large fluctuations in farm income
obscure the overall trend of economic activity.
Farm earnings will be discussed separately later in
this section.
Nonfarm earnings consist of combined wages
and salaries, other labor income (mostly fringe
benefits such as employer contributions to private
pension and welfare funds and employers'
payments for privately administered workmen's
compensation insurance), and proprietors'income
(net income of proprietors of unincorporated
businesses and the self-employed) from all
nonagricultural activities.
In this report, nonfarm earnings and all other
income figures are always expressed in constant
(1972) dollars unless otherwise noted. The U.S.
Department of Commerce im plicit price deflator
for personal consumption expenditures has been
used to convert the figures to a 1972 base, thereby
removing the effects of inflation.
The best and most reliable income and earnings
data available for counties on an annual basis come
from the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Regional Economic In fo rm a tio n
System.
Unfortunately, there is a considerable time lag in
their release and figures were available only
through 1978 when this report was prepared.
After adjustment for inflation, total nonfarm
earnings in the Bozeman trade area recorded an
increase of 57 percent over the eight years from
1970 to 1978. That compares to a 46 percent growth
rate in the state as a whole.
Except for the recession of the midseventies, the
Bozeman area has experienced a rather steady
expansion in nonfarm earnings. Between 1970 and
1974, the area substantially outpaced the state. Its
average annual rate of growth in nonfarm earnings
was 7.0 percent while statewide the increase was
only 4.7 percent. After a slight decline in 1975, the
Bozeman area approximately duplicated its earlier
performance over the next three years with a 6.5
percent per year expansion; growth in the state as a
whole picked up to a more comparable 6.2 percent
rate. Figure 2 shows year-to-year changes in
nonfarm earnings in the two areas. The figures are
presented on a logarithmic scale, which means that
oqual distances measure equal rates of change.
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Figure 2
Total Nonfarm Earnings
Montana and the Bozeman Trade Area
1970-1978
In M illions o f 1972 Dollars
Bozaman Trad* Area

Montana

Figure 3
Total Nonfarm Earnings
G allatin, M adison, and Park Counties
1970-1978
In M illions o f 1972 Dollars
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Among the three counties in the Bozeman trade
area, nonfarm earnings in Gallatin grew the fastest,
63 percent; the figure for Park County was 48
percent and for Madison County, 28 percent
(figure 3).

Agricultural earnings: important, but
difficult to measure
Farm earnings consist of combined wages and
salaries (including allowances for food and lodging
paid in kind to employees), other labor income
(mostly fringe benefits such as employer
contributions to private pension and welfare funds
and em ployers' payments fo r privately
adm inistered
w orkm en's
compensation
insurance), and proprietors' income from farming
and ranching activities.
In the farm sector, total earnings of proprietors
and hired workers fluctuated sharply during the
seventies, with a devastating decline from 1974
through 1977 (figure 4). In 1978, they recovered to a
point only 5 percent below 1970, after adjustment
for inflation. This might seem to indicate that
agriculture did not contribute to trade area growth
during the decade. Not so. Farming and ranching
clearly played an important part in the growth
through 1973, as earnings rose to very high levels,
and again in 1978. Also, work done at the University
of Montana Bureau of Business and Economic
Research indicates that cash receipts from farm
marketings together with government payments
have more effect than farm earnings on spending
patterns in agriculture and therefore on the
economy. Cash receipts are much less volatile than
farm earnings and did not decline nearly as sharply
after 1973. In 1978, the estimate for cash receipts
was actually 34 percent higher than in 1970, after
adjustment for inflation, and almost as high as the
figure for the peak year of 1973.
Two other comments should be made about farm
income estimates. First, in contrast to nonfarm
earnings estimates, which are considered to be very
accurate, farm income data are not very reliable,
especially at the county level. The chances are that
the estimates always move in the right direction —
up or down — but the precise level of earnings is
very difficult to estimate and the figures may
contain considerable error. Second, even though
total earnings of farm proprietors and hired
workers are estimated to have declined, the
estimated number of proprietors and hired hands
fell even more. The result is that — if the estimates
are at all accurate — average earnings per worker in
8

"Except for the recession of the mid1970s, the Bozeman area has
experienced a rather steady
expansion in nonfarm earnings."

Figure 4
Total Nonfarm Earnings, Cash Receipts from
Farm M arketings, and Farm Earnings
Bozeman Trade Area
1970-1978
In M illions o f 1972 Dollars

The Bozeman Area Economy /M a xin e C. Johnson

constant dollars were significantly higher (about 17
percent) in 1978 than in 1970. There were a good
many years in between, of course, when average
earnings per agricultural worker were well below
1970 figures.

Figure 5
Total Personal Income, Total Earnings, Property Income,
and Transfer Payments
Bozeman Trade Area
In Millions of 1972 Dollars
300-1

Other income of area residents
Earnings from participation in the labor force
provide most of the income of individuals and best
reflect changes in economic activity. But there are
two other major sources of individual income:
property income and transfer payments.
Property income consists of rent, dividends, and
interest; transfer payments consist of income for
which no current services are rendered. Transfer
payments include such income sources as social
security and other retirement or disability benefits,
unemployment insurance, and various forms of
welfare.
Total personal income, then, is made up of
earnings (both farm and nonfarm) from
participation in the labor force plus property
income and transfer payments.
Both property income and transfer payments
contribute to the stability of total income in the
Bozeman area, as evidenced by figure 5. Property
income declined slightly during the recession years
of 1971 and 1975, but recorded a 56 percent
increase overall, after adjustment for inflation. It
grew somewhat faster in Gallatin County (62
percent) and somewhat slower in Madison and
Park (47 and 48 percent respectively). Most of the
dollars involved (over two-thirds) went to Gallatin
County residents.
Transfer payments increased every year, growing
much more rapidly than either earnings or
property income during the seventies — about 79
percent in constant dollars between 1970 and 1978.
Once again, Gallatin County payments grew most
rapidly — 92 percent — and accounted for the great
bulk of the dollar volume (71 percent). Transfer
payments in Madison and Park counties grew at
more modest rates of 58 and 59 percent. Social
security and military pensions were responsible for
most of the gain in the two smaller counties. In
Gallatin, in addition to retirement benefits, there
were large increases in educational and training
assistance payments, no doubt due to the presence
of Montana State University.
Property income (rent, dividends, interest)
typically provides about 15 or 16 percent of total
personal income in Montana. In the Bozeman trade
area, it is considerably more important and

amounts to about one-fifth (19 or 20 percent) of
total personal income. In Madison County alone,
property income is estimated to have amounted to
from 26 to 31 percent of the total income of
individuals in recent years (varying conversely with
the contribution of farm earnings) while the Park
and Gallatin county estimates put the proportions
at 22 to 23 percent and 18 percent respectively.
Property income is difficult to estimate and these
figures are not as reliable as other income estimates
used in this report.
Transfer payments in the area as a whole are
estimated at 13-14 percent of total income, about
the same as the statewide figures. Once again,
Madison County estimates are somewhat higher, at
15 to 19 percent of the total. These percent-of-total
figures also fluctuate with the vagaries of farm
income. Park County residents have received from
14 to 16 percent of their total incomes in the form of
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“ During the eight years between
1970 and 1978, the increase in the per
capita income of Bozeman area
residents and all Montanans was
approximately the same.”

parents, and transfers from parent to child are not
included in the personal income estimates. Only
income earned by MSU students in the Bozeman
trade area is included in those counties' income
figures.
Per capita incomes in 1978, in 1978 dollars
Gallatin
Madison
Park

transfers while Gallatin County figures are near or
below the state norm at 12 to 14 percent.
Estimates of transfer payments are considered to
be quite reliable, since they come mostly from
administrative records of government.

Individual welfare
In a society such as ours, the most important overall
measure of an economy's performance is its
contribution to the welfare of individuals. The
usual way of comparing economic welfare in
different geographic areas or measuring changes in
the economic welfare of individuals is by
computing per capita income: total personal
income divided by total population, or average
income per person. They are the only appropriate
figures available for counties and states on an
annual basis.
During the eight years between 1970 and 1978,
the increase in the per capita income of Bozeman
area residents and all M ontanans was
approximately the same — about 28 percent after
adjustment for inflation. Gallatin and Park counties
reported similar increases (27 and 28 percent
respectively) while Madison, with only a small
proportion of total area population, reported an
increase of 41 percent in per capita income.
Growth of real per capita income
Gallatin
Madison
Park
Bozeman trade area
State

27 percent
41 percent
28percent
28 percent
28percent

Unfortunately, per capita income is not a very
satisfactory measure of economic welfare for either
the Bozeman trade area or Gallatin County. The
presence of some 10,000 college students — around
17 percent of the total area population and about
one-fourth of Gallatin County's population —
depresses per capita figures. University students are
not likely to have much earned income; a good
share of their funds probably comes from their
10

$6 ,2 0 0
5,900
6,600

Bozeman trade area
State

6 ,2 0 0

7,100

The above figures represent total personal
income in 1978 divided by adjusted 1978 population
estimates reflecting the 1980 Census counts. They
should be regarded as rough approximations
subject to estimating error; readers also should
keep in mind that the Gallatin County and the trade
area estimates are not representative of the per
capita incomes of nonstudent residents. On the
average, the incomes of nonstudent residents are
probably about the same as the incomes of all
Montanans. We will have more information when
data from the 1980 Census of Population are
released. In the meantime, if we refer back to the
1970 Census, we see that both the median and
mean family incomes in Gallatin County in 1969
were slightly higher than the state figures while
median and mean incomes of unrelated individuals
(in this case mostly students) were much lower.
Furthermore, 20 percent of the population of
Gallatin County consisted of unrelated individuals
compared to only 10 percent in the state.
Incomes in 7969, in 1969 dollars

Gallatin
Madison
Park
State

Families
Median
Mean
Income Income
$8,833
$9,890
6,783
9,926
7,659
8,419
8,512

9,662

Unrelated
Individuals
Median
Mean
Income Income
$1,597
$2,352
2,500
5,082
2,266
3,260
2,127

3,244

Median income means the middle income; half
the incomes were higher and half were lower.
Mean income represents the arithmetic average.
Unrelated individuals are members of households
not related to anyone else in the household or
persons living in group quarters but not inmates of
institutions. College students living in dormitories
The Bozeman Area Econom y /M a xin e C. Johnson

or renting rooms in private homes are “ unrelated
individuals” according to this definition.
The above figures, of course, are badly out of
date. However, the relationships may not have
changed much over the decade. I n our opinion, the
1980 Census w ill show that incomes of nonstudent
residents of the area continue to compare favorably
to statewide figures.
It also is worth noting that income figures make
no allowances for any geographic differences in
living costs. And, even the most reliable income
estimates measure only economic well-being as
evidenced by money and in-kind income.
Residents will quickly and properly point out that
the Bozeman area offers a multitude of important
nonmonetary benefits — especially with respect to
physical environment, outdoor recreation, and
cultural opportunities — not always matched in
other parts of the state.

The Area Economic Base Today
The preceding section has described the growth
of the Bozeman trade area in the seventies, and
documented the fact that the area experienced
good economic growth. The following pages look
at what caused that growth, and at the area
economy today. First, a technical note on economic
base analysis:
In analyzing short-run change and growth in
small economies such as the Bozeman trade area,
economists often use the economic base concept.
In economic base analysis, industries which
produce goods and services for sale outside the
area (such as agriculture) and/or are influenced by
actions occurring outside the area (such as the
federal government) are singled out as basic or
export industries. Changes in these industries are
believed to be the major determinant of economic
growth (or lack of growth) in the area. The best
available measure of changes in an industry is the
total earnings of industry workers.
The basic or export industries in the Bozeman
trade area are agriculture, manufacturing, mining,
railroads, tourism, a portion of retail trade,
Montana State University, and the federal
government. When these industries sell more
goods or services outside the area or otherwise
enjoy increased receipts from outside the area,
they may employ more workers or increase the
hours worked by their present employees. The
resulting increase in total earnings constitutes an
injection of new money into the local area. As the

new funds are spent and respent within the area,
growth may occur in local or derivative industries
— industries which mostly serve the local
population. O f course, the larger the proportion of
increased earnings spent in the local area, the
greater the effect on the local economy.
The local or derivative industry group for the
Bozeman area includes most of the trade and
s e rv ic e a c tiv ity , c o n s tr u c tio n , n o n ra il
transportation, utilities, finance, insurance, real
estate, and state and local government (except
Montana State University, which is included in the
economic base).
The definitions of basic and derivative industries
are necessarily broad and imprecise; data
limitations dictate that only an approximate
division can be made. It also is true that factors
other than changes in basic earnings may influence
economic change in local areas, among them other
components of personal income such as property
income and transfer payments. The important
point now is that economic base analysis goes a
long way toward explaining developments within a
local economy.

The Bozeman trade area
The preceding technical comments suggest that it
was the expansion in its basic industries which
fueled the Bozeman trade area's growth during the
1970s. Total earnings in the nonfarm basic
industries increased 31 percent between 1970 and
1978, after adjustment for inflation. During the
early years (1970-1973) and again in 1978
agricultural earnings and receipts also contributed
strongly to the expansion (see figure 4).
Earnings figures (wages and salaries, other labor
income, and proprietors' income) rather than
employment are used as the measure of change in
the economic base. The reason is simple: all jobs
are not alike. An $18,000 job in manufacturing has
quite a different impact on the local economy than
a $7,000 job in a motel. Yet both are counted
equally in employment figures. Because of this, the
total volume of earnings in basic industries is a
more significant measure of economic activity than
the total number of jobs, and this analysis will be
couched in terms of earnings.
Some of the earnings estimates used in this
section to document the growth of the Bozeman
trade area were made in the Bureau of Business and
Economic Research, based mostly upon data from
the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and the
Employment Security Division of the Montana
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Figure 6
What Made the Bozeman Area Grow?
Increases in Total Earnings in Nonfarm
Basic Industries
1970-1978
In M illions o f 1972 Dollars

Figure 7
Economic Base o f the Bozeman Trade Area
1978
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Department of Labor and Industry. We believe our
estimates — and theirs — are reasonably accurate,
but readers should be aware that they are ap
proximations.
Almost two-thirds (64 percent) of the dollar
growth in nonfarm basic earnings occurred in two
groups of industries: manufacturing plus tourism
and trade (figure 6). Earnings in tourism are broadly
defined here as including all earnings of workers in
area lodging places (hotels, motels, trailer parks,
and campgrounds); to that figure is added the
earnings generated by the export activities of retail
trade establishments.
The export component of retail trade is defined
as that portion of earnings in retail trade resulting
from sales to nonresidents. Nonresidents include
tourists vacationing in the area or passing through,
business travelers, or Montana residents from
outside the area who come to Bozeman or other
places to shop. The export component is estimated
by assuming that the residents of the trade area
have spending patterns similar to those of their
statewide counterparts in Montana. For example,
Montanans as a whole spent about 62 cents per
dollar of personal income in retail establishments in
1977 and retail sales in the Bozeman trade area
amounted to 72.5 cents per dollar of personal
income that year. Therefore, the 10.5 cent balance
represents nonresident spending in the area. It is
translated into dollar sales by multiplying .105 times
total personal income in the three counties. The
percentage of total dollar sales estimated to consist
of nonresident purchases is calculated, and that
percentage applied to industry earnings to derive
the export component.
The export component of retail trade is high in
the Bozeman trade area compared to other parts of
the state. This is not surprising since the area is a
major tourist area. The export component also is
affected by the presence of MSU students, many of
whom receive income from outside the area and
spend it in Bozeman. For lack of a better
measurement method, the effects of their spending
is incorporated into the export component of retail
trade.
The balance of the dollar growth in basic
earnings in the area between 1970 and 1978 was
contributed by railroads, Montana State University,
the federal government, and mining, in that order.
Manufacturing and tourism not only contributed
the most dollars; they also were among the
activities with the highest percentage rate of
growth over the eight-year period. Earnings in
manufacturing in constant 1972 dollars doubled in
eight years, a rather remarkable feat. Earnings from
The Bozeman Area Econom y /M axine C. Johnson

export activities in tourism and retail trade grew 78
percent. That rate of growth was exceeded by the
mining industry, where real earnings were up 89
percent, but the dollar amount involved in mining
earnings was much lower.
As we look at the Bozeman trade area today,
then, we see an economy heavily dependent upon
Montana State University and farming and
ranching (figure 7). Those activities provided 26 and
21 percent respectively of basic earnings in 1978, for
a total of 47 percent. This figure will fluctuate from
year to year, depending upon the fortunes of
agriculture. Even the 47 percent estimate probably
does not fully represent the importance of these
two activities — agriculture, because farm earnings
understate spending by farmers and ranchers in the
area and Montana State University because of its
contribution to the tourism and trade segment. The
University attracts many people to the area for
meetings and athletic and cultural events. Student
spending, as noted earlier, also is reflected in the
export component of retail trade.
Four other export industries provide most of the
rest of basic earnings in the area: in 1978, the
percentages were railroads, 15 p ercen t;
manufacturing, 13 percent; tourism and trade, 12
percent; and the federal government, 10 percent.
The final 3 percent came from mining.

Figure 8
Economic Base o f Gallatin County
1978

not think a large enough sum is involved to make
this a major omission, especially since earnings
related to other expenditures (for food, lodging,
etc.) by persons coming to Bozeman to seek
professional assistance are included in the export
component of retail trade.

An Industry-by-lndustry
Perspective

Gallatin County
Over 70 percent of basic earnings in the Bozeman
trade area in 1978 came from Gallatin County.
Montana State University assumes a much larger
role there, of course, and provided 37 percent of
total export earnings in 1978 (figure 8). Gallatin
County agriculture, although its output exceeds
that of the other two counties combined,
accounted for only 17 percent of the county base in
1978. Tourism and the export component of retail
trade, influenced by the University as noted above,
came in at a very high 16 percent, with
manufacturing (13 percent) and the federal
government (11 percent) following. Railroads and
mining play a minor role in Gallatin County.
One source of export dollars in Gallatin County is
not covered in this report: the professional
services, such as legal, architectural, accounting,
and especially medical. The practitioners supplying
these services attract clients or patients from
outside the county. But there is so little information
available about the earnings of these professionals
that it is not possible to estimate what portion of
their incomes may come from nonresidents. We do

In this section, we shall look briefly at each of the
Bozeman trade area's basic industries or activities:
their experiences during the past decade, their
present condition, and their prospects for the
future.

Montana State University
Montana State University provides the largest
proportion of total earnings in basic industries in
the area. Its enrollment in the fall of 1979 was 10,100
compared to 8,200 in autumn 1970, with much of
the increase occurring in the early part of the
decade. But the overall growth of the institution
only translated into an 8 percent increase in the
combined earnings of faculty and staff between
1970 and 1978, after adjustment for inflation. Thus
MSU, although it is the single most important
contributor to the area economy and to Gallatin
County, was not a major factor in the growth of
either the trade area or the county during the
seventies.
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Nor is it likely to provide impetus for expansion
during the next few years. The Montana University
System projects that in 1985 enrollment at MSU will
be 8,200 or back to the 1970 level, as the pool of
seventeen- and eighteen-year-olds from which to
draw students declines in size.
The University will continue to be very impor
tant to the Bozeman area and to contribute stability
during periods of cyclical fluctuations, but it is not
likely to provide a stimulus for economic growth,
indeed, its proportional contribution to the
economic base may well decline in coming years.

Agriculture
Agriculture is overwhelmingly oriented toward
livestock production, with receipts from sales of
livestock and livestock products often equal to
three or four times the receipts of crops.
Nevertheless, agricultural production in the area is
more diversified than in many parts of Montana. In
addition to cattle, hay, barley, and wheat, hogs,
dairy and poultry products and potatoes are
important sources of farm income. Much of the
land is irrigated, making the area less susceptible to
drought.
14

The patterns of agricultural income and receipts
since 1970 are shown in figure 4. Farmers and
ranchers have become accustomed to large
fluctuations in both gross and net income. Because
of the importance of cattle production in the area,
their overall income prospects for the next few
years appear good. Cattle numbers are down in the
United States and recovery from the 1980 recession
should mean a strong demand for beef, resulting in
higher prices to producers. A proposed new
regional agricultural marketing center at Belgrade
would expand livestock marketing facilities in the
area and possibly create a stronger market.
Agriculture should be a positive factor in the area
during the next few years.

Manufacturing
Manufacturing activity was the chief contributor to
economic growth in the Bozeman trade area
during the seventies. In 1978, wood products
provided a little more than one-half the total
manufacturing earnings in the area. Most of the
balance was provided by three firms: Summit/Dana
Industrial, which produces electronic equipment
in Bozeman; Gallatin Homes Corporation, a mobile
The Bozeman Area Econom y /M a xin e C. Johnson

home producer at Belgrade; and Ideal Cement at
Trident in Gallatin County.
The wood products industry as described here
includes several sawmills and post and pole plants
and one house log operation; we have not
included the mobile home plant at Belgrade, even
though mobile home production is officially
classified in the wood products industry group.
Earnings in the area's industry were 50 percent
higher in 1978 than in 1970, after adjustment for
inflation. Despite their importance locally,
however, they accounted for only about 5 percent
of total state production capacity in 1978. One of
the major sawmills, employing about 100 workers in
1978—Yellowstone
Pine
at
Belgrade—was
destroyed by fire in late 1979.
Wood products is a cyclical industry, tied to the
national housing market. Housing has been in a
slump during 1980 and early 1981 and the forest
industries are operating at reduced capacity. Even
after the housing market recovers, the rate of
expansion experienced in the 1970s is not likely to
continue. Timber supplies are limited and raw
material is imported from as far away as
southeastern Idaho. Yellowstone Pine does have
plans to rebuild its mill and, market conditions
permitting, the company's employment may
eventually return to about 100 workers. Over the
long run there may be a potential for increased
production using forest residue (material now
being left in the woods). For the next few years,
however, real earnings by industry workers are not
likely to significantly exceed 1978 and 1979 levels.
The Bozeman area was fortunate enough to be
the location of two new manufacturing plants
during the 1970s. Both the electronics plant and the
mobile home factory were new to the area and
both experienced rapid growth. They were im por
tant contributors to the expansion of the area. Their
combined payrolls in 1978 amounted to over $5
million.
Summit Engineering was established in 1969 by
personnel from Montana State University. It
merged with the Dana Corporation in 1974. In 1970
Summit had approximately fifteen employees; in
1980, the firm employed 310 workers. Many of them
are women. Further rapid expansion of the firm is
likely, although according to management that
expansion will not necessarily take place in
Bozeman.
Gallatin Homes Corporation was founded in the
early 1970s and employed about 200 people in 1979,
before the current housing crunch. The firm should
experience better times as the national housing

market recovers. The decade of the 1980s will surely
witness a strong demand for affordable housing, as
many more young people reach the age of initial
homebuying. Further growth in mobile home
manufacture in the Bozeman area is likely to be
constrained by problems of high transportation
costs in assembling components for the homes and
in delivering completed homes to large and distant
markets.
The Ideal Cement Company has operated at
Trident since 1910. The company employed about
105 workers in 1978. Its payroll growth during the
seventies was moderate and there appears to be no
reason to expect any rapid growth over the next
few years. It is worth noting that jobs at the Ideal
plant are among the best-paying jobs in the area.
About three-quarters of total earnings in
manufacturing industries in the three counties are
attributable to Gallatin County.

Railroads
Railroad activity is concentrated in Livingston in
Park County, with 73 percent of the area railroad
payroll there in 1978. Since then the area has lost
some Milwaukee Road employees. The Burlington
Northern operates several shops, including a major
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locomotive repair shop, and maintains some crews
in Livingston. Employment in the fall of 1980
amounted to about 1,080, up from 670 ten years
earlier. One of every five or six workers in Park
County was employed by the railroad in 1980. Some
layoffs occurred in 1980 in response to the
economic downturn.
The Burlington Northern/St. Louis and San
Francisco Railroad merger may result in some
additional locomotive repair activity in Livingston.
That prospect, plus anticipated growth of the
railroad as statewide economic activity increases,
means that industry employment is likely to
continue its steady growth in Park County.

Federal government activities
Federal government installations in the area
include several Department of Agriculture and
Forest Service offices plus National Park Service
operations, as well as the usual federal activities
such as the Post Office. More than three-fourths of
the earnings of federal workers in the area occurs in
Gallatin County. Federal employment actually
declined in the area between 1970 and 1978, and
only a modest growth in earnings of federal
employees occurred. There appears to be no
reason to expect the rate of growth in earnings to
increase during the next few years.

Tourism and trade
Next to manufacturing, businesses servicing
travelers and retailers selling to nonresidents were
the largest contributors to the economic growth of
the Bozeman trade area during the seventies. Most
of the growth appears to have been travel related.
Lodging places alone accounted for 60 percent of
the increased export earnings attributed to this
segment of the economic base.
Approximately one in six dollars spent in
Montana lodging places (hotels, motels, trailer
parks, and campgrounds) was spent in the
Bozeman trade area in 1977, according to the
Census of Service Industries. Gallatin County, of
course, contains a major entrance to Yellowstone
National Park—West Yellowstone— and is the site
of Big Sky, the state's largest recreational and
convention complex, which attracts skiers, other
recreationists, and convention visitors from
throughout the United States. The drawing power
of Montana State University has already been
mentioned.
Two other entrances to Yellowstone Park are
situated in Park County—Gardiner and Silver Gate;
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the Virginia City area in Madison County also
receives many visitors.
A part of the export income attributed to tourism
and trade comes from Bozeman's function as a
trade center. While Bozeman serves as a major
shopping center for residents of the three counties,
it does not appear to be a major shopping center for
persons who live outside the area. At least, it was
not in 1977 and 1978, the years on which our
estimates are based. And, we have already noted
that some of the export income in retail trade
originates from the spending of MSU students
rather than from nonresidents coming to Bozeman
to shop.
Perhaps no segment of the area's economic base
is presently more problematic than its tourism and
trade sectors. Tourist travel has been affected by
high energy costs, the 1980 recession, and a
shortage of snow in the winter of 1980-81. Its future,
especially that portion based on long distance
automobile travel, is uncertain. Yet the area's travel
industry has a number of things going for it,
including its destination resorts, where people
come and stay; good convention facilities; and
Montana State University, with its ability to attract
visitors.
A new convention facility at Bozeman under
consideration by a Denver firm and the longdelayed Ski Yellowstone project near Hebgen Lake
in Gallatin County, if either or both are built, would
add to the area's drawing power. So, too, would the
proposed agricultural marketing center at
Belgrade.
Two of the most important considerations for the
industry in the eighties will be the existence of
good public air transportation and a level of
support for MSU that will enable it to continue to
offer programs which attract people to Bozeman.

Mining
M ining activities are concentrated in Madison
County. They are important to that county,
although they constitute only a small part of the
area's economic base. Earnings in the industry
amounted to just 3 percent of the area's total basic
earnings in 1978, but they were 89 percent higher
than in 1970, after adjustment for inflation.
Two major operations in Madison County,
Cyprus Industrial Minerals Co. and Pfizer Co., Inc.,
make Montana one of the leading talc producers in
the nation. A large number of gold and silver mines
also are in operation or in the development stages
in Madison County. Some gold mine development
The Bozeman Area Economy /M a xin e C. Johnson

activity also is occurring in Park County.
There is some exploration activity underway in
the area, for metals and for petroleum, so a
possibility of future development exists. Even so,
given the time lag involved in obtaining the
necessary permits, etc. for a major metals opera
tion, plus the relatively small number of workers
required for oil and gas exploration or production,
no significant increase in mining earnings appears
likely in the next few years.

The Overall O utlook
At the beginning of this report we noted that the
decade of the eighties has not gotten o ff to an
auspicious start. The 1980 recession had a signifi
cant impact on the Bozeman area and the American
economy faces many long-term uncertainties, most
of which also affect the Bozeman trade area.
The impact of the national recession was felt in
several ways. The area's wood products and mobile
home manufacturing industries have reduced
production and employment in response to the
decline in the national and state housing markets.
High interest rates also affected local construction.
Layoffs of railroad workers at Livingston reflected
declining freight hauls for wood products, coal,
and other Montana commodities. No doubt the
rather slow 1980 tourist year owed something to the
recession as well as to increased fuel and
transportation costs and the weather.
Total employment in the Bozeman area in 1980
averaged about 2 percent below 1979, according to
estimates from the U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Current Population Survey. These figures should be
regarded only as rough approximations.
A number of Bozeman retail and service es
tablishments have faced a difficult local situation
recently, related to the expansion o f trade facilities
>n the Bozeman area. Two new shopping centers
have added about 380,000 square feet of retail sales
and service space in Bozeman; that represents an
area equal to approximately 75 percent of the
central business district shopping area of about
500,000 feet. The new centers have created a very
competitive atmosphere. Their tim ing was unfor
tunate, opening as they did during a period of
recession.

tablishments likely w ill face the .same difficulties
their counterparts in other Montana cities with new
shopping centers have faced or are facing. There
are bound to be some closures. Over the longer
run, however, the increased facilities may serve to
attract shoppers from a larger area or keep more
local shoppers in Bozeman, and thereby contribute
to the city's stature as a trade center.
Furthermore, local businesses should enjoy a
continued strong demand for housing, furniture
and appliances, and other goods and services. The
rapid increase in the number of households which
began in the seventies w ill continue into the
eighties as young people born during the high birth
rate years of the late fifties and early sixties set up
housekeeping on their own. It is worth noting also
that the tip of that big postwar population bulge—
persons born in the late forties and early fifties—
w ill be approaching middle age during the coming
decade. Businesses which react in a timely manner
to that group's changing tastes and needs will
enhance their chances of success.
In the end, however, the prosperity of both the
central business district and the shopping centers,
as well as all those businesses generally classified as
derivative activities, will depend mostly upon the

If the expectations for more rapid economic
growth in the United States in late 1981 and 1982 are
realized, and if the housing market picks up too,
the Bozeman area also should experience an
upturn. Even so, not all the area's current problems
will disappear. Bozeman trade and service es
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Above, skiers at Big Sky. Photo courtesy of the Travel Promotion Unit, Montana Department of Highways. Other Bozeman
area photos courtesy of Gary Bakken, Carol Flaherty, and the Bozeman Area Chamber of Commerce.

growth and stability of the economic base. Much of
that base, of course, is tied to a national economy
beset by many problems and uncertainties; like its
counterparts elsewhere, the Bozeman business
community will have to cope with inflation and
high interest rates and other problems. The area
itself has local disadvantages having to do with
resource availability, location, and distance from
markets.
But the Bozeman area also has a good many
things going for it. Its leading contributor to the
economic base—Montana State University—may
experience little or no growth, as measured by the
total earnings of University employees, during the
coming decade, but it will continue to add a degree
of stability often envied by other communities. And
it will continue to be a magnet drawing people to
Bozeman for meetings and athletic and cultural
events.
Agriculture, the number two activity in terms of
earnings, appears to have rather good prospects in
both the short and long run. The outlook for cattle
products is seen as reasonably good over the next
few years, and the demand for most farm products
18

should increase over the long run. While price
fluctuations create havoc in farming and ranching
in the Bozeman area as well as elsewhere, a large
amount of irrigated land adds a stability to
production not possible in dryland areas.
During the 1970s, manufacturing was the largest
contributor to the growth of the economic base. It
is hard to say what the 1980s may bring. Among all
Montana communities, Bozeman alone has been
fortunate enough to acquire the widely coveted
electronics plant. Its existence can be credited to
the presence of MSU. If more such development
were to occur in Montana, Bozeman would seem to
be the most logical spot. Much of the engineering
and scientific expertise in the state is concentrated
at the University. Among the drawbacks to the
Bozeman location (all of which apply to most places
in Montana) are the small labor force, the lack of
technically trained workers, and the remoteness of
the location.
Prospects for expansion of other manufacturing
activity including mobile home manufacturing—
also are limited by the remote location and limited
transportation facilities which make it costly to
The Bozeman Area Econom y /M a xin e C. Johnson

assemble components and difficult to compete in
distant markets. These drawbacks may well become
more significant as the cost of transportation rises
and transportation services decline.
Railroad employment in the Livingston area is
likely to increase with expanded coal production in
eastern Montana. This is important because
railroad jobs are among the best paying jobs in the
area.

“ Railroad em ploym ent in the
Livingston area is likely to increase
with expanded coal production in
eastern M ontana."
Although there currently is much speculation
about the future of travel and tourism in
Montana, it is obvious that the Bozeman trade area
probably enjoys the most advantageous position of
any tourist center in the state. Montana State
University, Big Sky, and West Yellowstone attract
convention visitors and the “ fly-in ” crowd seeking
a destination resort or recreation spot. Those
travelers tend to be affluent, and are likely to be
traveling on expense accounts. In general, they
appear to be less affected by high fuel costs and/or
recession than the “ drive-through” tourist travel
ing across country by automobile. Automobile
traffic was down in 1979 and 1980, but operators
report that convention and destination type travel
held up well. Several proposed new developments
could further enhance the area's ability to attract
business and recreational visitors.
Mining is not very significant in the area as a
whole, although it is an important activity in
Madison County. Although there currently is some
exploration activity in the area, no major new
production is anticipated in the next few years.
Mining will continue to be important locally, but
not of major significance to the trade area.

“ Overall, the outlook for the
Bozeman area appears
reasonably g o o d /'
Prospects for expansion of the federal govern
ment sector appear limited. Increased emphasis on
military spending may well result in less growth in
federal civilian activities. Unless some new federal
office should be located in Bozeman, there appears
to be little prospect for significant increases in
federal employment and earnings.
The frequent reference to transportation services
and costs with respect to the prospects for tourism
and manufacturing point up how important it is
that Bozeman and its trade area are able to maintain
adequate transportation services. Recent increases
in cost plus the reduced services should be a matter
of interest and concern to the entire business
community.
And certainly the frequent references to M on
tana State University suggest that support for that
institution should be high on the list of business
priorities. Its payroll and the expenditures of its
students plus its ability to attract visitors to the area
and its role as a center of engineering and scientific
expertise make MSU o f overwhelming importance
to the economies of the trade area and Gallatin
County and especially to the Bozeman business
community.
Overall, then, the outlook for the Bozeman area
appears reasonably good. There will be better years
than 1980 during the coming decade. The area may
not duplicate the unusual growth of the seventies,
but it should continue to be one of the most rapidly
expanding areas in Montana as measured by the
total earnings of its work force, both nonfarm and
farm. And Bozeman, once the current retail
problems are solved, should continue to be a good
place to do business.
□

i
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T o analyze Montana's health care industry, we
must begin at the national level. After examining
the industrywide trends, we can narrow our focus
and look at statewide patterns. Finally, we will look
even more closely at the economic impact of the
health care industry in Montana's four major urban
areas.
Nationwide, health care expenditures have been
increasing rapidly. As shown in table 1, Americans
spent over $80 billion (1972 dollars) for health care
in 1970. By 1978, this figure had risen to ap
proximately $128 billion (1972 dollars), an increase
of about 59 percent. In comparison, the Gross
National Product (GNP), which represents total
spending for all goods and services, rose ap
proximately 32 percent during this same period.
Stated differently, health care expenditures ac
counted for about 9.1 percent of GNP in 1978, up
from about 7.6 percent in 1970. The Gross National
Product includes the spending of all components of
the economy; had we looked only at consumer
spending, the percentage spent for health care
would be even greater.
A spirited debate has developed concerning the
reasons for the explosive growth in health care
expenditures. We do not have time to repeat all the
arguments here. But, table 1 does present data
concerning the trends in the various components
of health care expenditures. Notice, for example,
that direct payments by individuals for health care
rose only 28 percent from 1970 to 1978. Insurance

premiums and public expenditures—fo r Medicare,
public assistance, and similar programs—rose
between 77 and 114 percent. In other words, third
party payments, those made by insurance com
panies and the government, increased at a much
faster rate than expenditures by individuals.
Unfortunately, health care expenditure data are
not available for Montana. As we have done with
other industries, however, we can analyze recent
trends using statistics for earnings, which include
the wages and salaries, proprietors' income, and
other labor income of persons working in the
health care industry. The earnings data fo r the
health care industry, however, must be interpreted
with caution. Self-employed doctors and other
professionals represent a sizable portion of this
industry, and little primary information concerning
their incomes is available. The figures reported
here incorporate an estimating procedure used by
the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis which utilizes
factors such as national averages for physicians'
earnings and the number of doctors living in an
area. Obviously, such a method w ill yield only
rough approximations, but it w ill provide the
necessary first step for analyzing the health care
industry in Montana.
Table 2 presents the major components of the
health care industry as represented in the Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC). Notice that the full
range of health care services is included, from
physicians and dentists to hospitals, nursing homes,
and medical laboratories. The earnings data
analyzed here, however, exclude the health care
professionals employed by federal, state, and local
governments, such as the workers at Warm Springs
State Hospital, and the Veterans Hospital at Fort
Harrison, and public health nurses.

Table 1
Gross

N ational Product (GNP) and
Expenditures, by Type
U nited States
1970 and 1978

Health

(In Billions o f 1972 Dollars)
1970

1978

Percent Change
1970-78

1,062.1

1,405.1

3 2 .3

T o ta l h e a lth expenditures

8 0 .8

128.3

5 8 .8

P r iv a te expenditures
01re c t payment
Insurance premiums
Other payments

5 1.3
2 8.7
18.6
4 .0

76.2
3 6.9
3 5.3
4 .0

4 8.5
2 8.5
8 9.8
0 .0

Pub11c expend 1tures
Medicare
P u b lic assistance
Other payments

2 9 .5
8.1
6 .7
14.7

52.1
17-3
13.7
21.1

7 6.8
113.6
104.5
4 3.5

Gross n a tio n a l product (GNP)

Source: U.S. Bureau o f the Census,
S ta te s , 1979.

S ta t is tic a l Abstract o f the U nited

about 6.1 percent of total nonfarm earnings in 1979,
up from approximately 5.5 percent in 1972. In the
United States, health care earnings represented
about 5.7 percent of total nonfarm earnings in 1979,
and approximately 4.9 percent in 1972. The slightly
higher figures for the state do not necessarily mean
that health care is relatively more important in
Montana than in the nation. Agricultural earnings,
which are excluded from nonfarm earnings, are
proportionately greater in Montana; had a com
parable base been used, the percentage would
probably have been roughly equal in the state and
the nation.

Table 3 presents comparable Montana data for
Montana and the United States for the earnings of
workers in health care services. When expenditure
data are not available, total nonfarm earnings is
used as a substitute for Gross National Product. The
earnings of health care workers in Montana grew
from $105 m illion (1972 dollars) in 1972 to over $156
million (1972 dollars) in 1979, an increase of about
49 percent. In comparison, health care earnings
nationwide rose about 42 percent during the same
period. Because of the problems with the data,
however, Montana's slightly higher growth rate
should be interpreted cautiously; at best, it
probably indicates that the growth of this industry
in Montana is about equal to, or maybe marginally
greater than, its national counterpart.
Health care earnings in Montana accounted for
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Table 2
Com ponents o f the Health Care Industry
SIC
Number

D e s c r ip t io n

801
802
803
804

O
O
O
O

f f ic e s o f p h y s ic ia n s
f f ic e s o f d e n t i s t s
f f ic e s o f o s t e o p a t h ic p h y s ic ia n s
f f ic e s o f o t h e r h e a lt h p r a c t i t i o n e r s
( c h ir o p r a c t e r s , o p t o m e t r i s t s , e t c . )

805
806
807
808
809

N u rs in g and p e rs o n a l c a re f a c i l i t i e s
H ospi t a ls
M e d ic a l and d e n ta l la b o r a t o r i e s
O u tp a tie n t c a r e f a c i l i t i e s
H e a lth and a l l i e d s e r v ic e s , n o t e ls e w h e re
c l a s s i f i e d ( b lo o d b a n k s , o xyge n t e n t
s e r v ic e s , e t c . )

,

,

Standard Industrial C lassification Manual 1972.
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Table 3
Total Nonfarm Earnings and Health
Care Services Earnings
United States and Montana
1972 and 1979
1972

1979

------ B i l l

Percent Change
1972-:

ions o f 1972 D ollars

United States
Total nonfarm earnings
Health care earnings

Percentage o f to ta l nonfarm
earnings

723.1

886.0

2 2.5

35.3

5 0.3

42.5

4.9

5 .7

------ M ill ions o f 1972 D ollars
Montana
Total nonfarm earnings
Health care earnings

Percentage o f to ta l nonfarn
earnings

1,916.7

2 ,5 7 8 .6

34.5

105.3

156.6

48.7

5 .5

6.1

Source: U.S. Bureau o f Economic A na lys is, Washington D .C ., unpublished
d a ta , 1980.

Putting it all together, the trends for Montana's
health care industry are similar to those for the
United States. It is one of the most rapidly growing
components of the economy, and health care
earnings accounted for about 5 to 6 percent of the
total for all nonfarm industries.
Next we will narrow the focus even further and
examine the trends for the health care industry in
each of Montana's major urban areas. Table 4
presents statistics for earnings of health care
workers and total nonfarm earnings in Cascade,
Lewis and Clark, Missoula, and Yellowstone
counties. Comparable statewide figures are also
shown; once again, we must interpret this data
cautiously; health care earnings include only a very
rough estimate of the income of self-employed
persons, who represent a sizable component of this
industry.
The earnings of health care workers in Cascade
County rose from about $17 million (1972 dollars) in
1972 to approximately $23 million (1972 dollars) in
1979, an increase of 31 percent. This increase
exceeded the figure for total nonfarm earnings in
Cascade County (almost 18 percent) but fell short of
the 49 percent increase statewide for the health
care industry.
In Lewis and Clark County, the closure of St.
John s Hospital during the mid-1970s complicates
the interpretation of the earnings statistics for the
health care industry. Technically, the earnings of
health care workers increased from about $7
million (1972 dollars) to about $8 million (1972
dollars), or only 16 percent between 1972 and 1979.
But this growth would have been much greater if St.
22

John's Hospital had remained open. These figures
do not include the earnings of workers employed at
the Veterans Administration Hospital located at
Fort Harrison, just west of Helena.
Health care workers in Missoula County earned
about $20 million (1972 dollars) in 1979, up from
approximately $13 million (1972 dollars) in 1979,
representing an increase of over 54 percent. This
industry had an above average growth rate; total
nonfarm earnings in Missoula County increased
about 48 percent during the 1972-79 period. Also,
the health care industry in Missoula County grew
faster than the statewide figure, which was 49
percent.
O f Montana's urban areas, Yellowstone County
appears to have the fastest growing health care
industry. The 67 percent increase in earnings, from
over $17 million (1972 dollars) in 1972 to over $29
million (1972 dollars) in 1979, far exceeded the
corresponding figures for the other urban areas
and the statewide average for this industry.
Several generalizations may be made about
trends in the health care industry in these counties.
With the exception of Lewis and Clark County, the
growth of this industry exceeded the economywide
Table 4
Health Care Earnings and Total Nonfarm Earnings
Cascade, Lewis and Clark, Missoula, and
Yellowstone Counties, and Montana
1972 and 1979
(In M illion s o f 1972 Dollars)
1972

1979

Percent Change
197S-79

Montana
Total nonfarn earnings

1,916.7

2,578.A

3 4 .5

105.3

156.6

4 8 .7

8 .8

8 .1 .

280.6

330.0

1 7 .7

17.6

22.8

3 1 .0

8 .8

8 .9

Total nonfarm earnings

128.2

I76.6

3 7 .8

Health care earnings

6 .8

7 .9

1 8 .8

8 .3

4 .8

Health care earnings

Percentage o f to ta l nonfarm
earnings

Cascade County
Total nonfarm earnings
Health care earnings

Percentage o f to ta l nonfarn
earnings

Lewis and Clark County

Percentage o f to ta l nonfarm
earnings

Missoula County
Total nonfarm earnings
Health care earnings

Percentage o f total nonfarm
earnings

195-7

290.1

4 9 .8

13.2

20.6

5 4 .8

6.7

f.O

YeI lowstone County
Total nonfarm earnings
Health care earnings

Percentage o f to ta l nonfarm
earnings

309.8

666.1

4 9 .8

17.8

29.8

8 7 .4

8 .7

8 .4
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average. Even in the rapidly growing economies of
Missoula and Yellowstone counties, health care
earnings rose at a considerably faster rate than the
total for all nonfarm industries. In addition, health
care has about the same relative importance in each
of the areas; earnings of these workers account for
approximately 6 to 7 percent of total nonfarm
earnings in Montana and each of the urban areas
with the exception of Lewis and Clark County. The
trends for Lewis and Clark County may not be
representative because of the recent closing of a
Helena hospital.
Up to now, nothing has been said about the
contribution of the health care industry to the
economic base of the major urban areas. That is, a
portion of the earnings of health care workers in
regional medical centers may be attributed to
nonresidents and should be included along with
other export industries in assessing an area's total
economic base. There is, however, no information
available concerning the extent to which non
residents patronized the medical facilities in the
urban areas during the years studied.
Nevertheless, we can examine a 1979 study
completed by the Montana Department of Health
and Environmental Sciences, which reports the
place of residence of patients released (discharged)
from Montana hospitals. Tables 5 to 8 present
summaries of this information for the hospitals in
Table 5
Residence o f Patients
Discharged from Cascade County Hospitals
by Area
1978-79
A rea
T o t a l, a l l a re a s

D is c h a rg e s

Percen tag e
o f T o ta l

19,045

1 0 0 .0

189
13,862
631
690
494
415
398
480
237

7 2 .8
3 .3
3 .6
2 .6
2 .2
2 .1
2 .6
1 .2

1,3 8 9

7 .3

260

1 .4

S e le c te d c o u n tie s

B la in e
Cascade
Chouteau
G la c ie r
H ill
Lew is and C la rk
Pondera
Teton
T o o le

A ll o th e r Montana c o u n tie s
A l l o th e r a re a s

1.0

S ou rce : Montana D epartm ent o f H e a lth and E n v iro n m e n ta l S c ie n c e s ,
The P a t ie n t O r ig in S tu d y o f M ontana H o s p it a ls , 1979 (H e le n a , 1 97 9).
N o te: In c lu d e s Columbus H o s p ita l and Montana Deaconess M e d ica l
C e n te r.

Area

T o t a l , a l l areas

Discharges

o f T o ta l

7 .3 7 2

1 0 0 .0

296
551
6 ,0 8 7
96

4 .0
7 .6
8 2 .6
1 .3

256

3 .6

S e le c te d c o u n tie s

Broadw ater
J e ffe rs o n
Lewis and C la rk
Meagher

A ll o th e r Montana c o u n tie s

each of Montana's major urban areas. These figures
provide a rough approximation of the market area
served by the health care industry in each urban
center, and furnish the first step toward estimating
the export component of this industry.
Looking first at Cascade County hospitals, the
geographic market area served extends along
much of the Highline and includes most of the
Golden Triangle communities. For example, a
sizable number of discharged patients reported
residing in Chouteau (631 discharges). Glacier (690
discharges), and Hill (494 discharges) counties.
About 73 percent of the approximately 19,000 total
discharges were Cascade County residents.
The hospitals in Lewis and Clark County serve a
relatively small geographic market. Only Jefferson
and Broadwater counties, which are contiguous to
Lewis and Clark County, contributed significant
numbers of patients. The data in table 6 included
patients discharged by both St. Peter's Community
Hospital and Shodair Crippled Children's Hospital.
Interestingly, despite their different orientation,
the geographic distribution for both hospitals was
remarkably similar.
Looking next at the Missoula hospitals, local
residents represented about 9,500 out of a total of
roughly 14,600 patients discharged, or ap
proximately 65 percent. Nearby Lake and Ravalli
counties accounted for an additional 2,000 dis
charges, or a little more than 13 percent of the total.
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The service area for Missoula hospitals extends over
much of western Montana, as demonstrated by the
number of discharges to the relatively distant and
sparsely populated areas in Mineral, Sanders, and
Powell counties. Since none of Montana's urban
areas are national medical centers, most of the outof-state discharges probably represent travelers
who required hospitalization while traveling
through the areas.
Hospitals in Yellowstone County serve M on
tana's largest geographic market area. As shown in
table 8, there were sizable numbers of patients
from as far away as Richland (Sidney) and Roosevelt
(Wolf Point) counties. Yellowstone County
residents accounted for about 17,700 or around 66
percent of the approximately 26,900 total dis
charges from local hospitals.
The geographic distribution of patient discharges
may be used to derive a first approximation of the
degree to which the health care industry in each
urban area depends on nonresidents. We must
keep in mind, however, that hospitals are probably
the most geographically concentrated component
of health care; dentists' offices, doctors' offices,
and other health care facilities tend to be more
evenly distributed throughout the state. Therefore,
nonresidents probably represent a dispropor
tionate share of hospital business compared with

Table 7
Residence o f Patients
Discharged from Missoula County Hospitals
by Area
1978-79
A rea
T o t a l, a l l a re a s

D isch a rg e s

o f T o ta l

14.619

100 .0

S e le c te d court 11 es
G ra n ite
F la th e a d
J-fke ,
M in e ra l
M is s o u la
Powe"
S ^ a ,n .
S iI v e r Bow
S anders

A l l o th e r Montana c o u n tie s
A1 1 o th e r a re a s

207
340

749

359

9 ,5 0 8
219
I . >72
353
333

Residence o f Patients
Discharged from Yellowstone County Hospitals
by Area
1978-79
A rea

T o t a l, a l l are as

2 6 ,9 3 9

1 0 0 .0

947
824
383
412
204
582
247
204
720
402
17,689

3 .5
3 .1
1 .4
l. S
0 .8
2 .2
0 .9
0 .8
2 .7
l. S
6 5 .7

S e le c te d c o u n tie s

B ig Horn
Carbon
C u ste r
Dawson
Fergus
M u s s e lIs h e l1
R ic h la n d
Rooseve1t
Rosebud
S t i 1Iw a te r
Y e llo w s to n e

A l l o th e r Montana c o u n tie s

2,1 2 4

7 .9

A l l o th e r a re a s

2 ,2 0 1

8 .2

S o u rc e :' Montana D epartm ent o f H e a lth and E n v iro n m e n ta l S c ie n c e s ,
The P a t ie n t O r ig in S tu d y o f Montana H o s p ita ls , 1979 (H e le n a , 1 97 9).
N o te s :
In c lu d e s B i l l i n g s Deaconess and S t. V in c e n t h o s p it a ls .
P e rce n ta g e d e t a i l does n o t add t o 100 .0 due t o ro u n d in g .

other components of the health care industry. To
correct this bias, we will reduce the relative
importance of nonresidents as shown in tables 5 to
8 by an arbitrary 10 percentage points. Combining
these figures with the estimate of total health care
earnings reported in table 3 leads to the
calculations of the export component of the health
care industry shown in table 9.
In Lewis and Clark County, the export compo
nent was assumed to be zero. As was represented in
table 6, most of the hospital discharges were to local
areas, and the nonresidents may be counter
balanced by Helena residents traveling to other
cities for medical care. Notice, for example, that

1 .4
g j
S .l
g 5
6 S .0
J .S
8 .0
g s
g \3

1,0 3 3

7 .1

336

g. ,

Table 9
Export Com ponent o f the Health Care Industry
1979

't o n t * " * Departm ent o f H e a lth and E n v iro n m e n ta l S c ie n c e s ,
The P a t ie n t O r ig in S tu d y o f Montana H o s p ita ls , 1979 (H e le n a , 1979).

N o te :
In c lu d e s S t. P a t r i c k , M is s o u la Community, and M is s o u la
G eneral h o s p it a ls .
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Table 8

.

Cascade County

.17

3 .9

.0 0

0 .0

Missoula County

.25

5.1

Yellowstone County

.24

7.2

Lewis and Clark County

The Economic Importance of Montana's Health Care Industry/Pau/ E. Polzin

table 5 reports that Lewis and Clark residents
accounted for 415 discharges from Great Falls
hospitals, which is only slightly less than the 438
patients residing in regions outside the immediate
Helena area who patronized hospitals in Lewis and
Clark County.
These calculations provide a rough estimate of
the contribution of the health care industry to the
economic base in each of the urban areas. In the
spring issue of the Quarterly we reported that the
total export earnings figure for 1979 in Missoula
County was $102 m illion (1972 dollars); the
corresponding figures for Yellowstone and
Cascade counties were $140 m illion and $102
million (1972 dollars), respectively. These figures
suggest that had the health care industry been
included in the total for the primary industries, it
would have accounted for roughly 4 to 5 percent of
the economic base in these three areas. (In Lewis
and Clark County, remember, we have estimated

“ Health care is one of the most
rapidly growing components
of the economy.”
that the health care industry does not contribute
earnings to the basic or export industry total.)
In summary, the health care industry was one of
the fastest growing components of the economy in
each of the urban areas. But this is not unique, as
the health care industry has been growing rapidly
throughout both Montana and the United States.
Missoula, Billings, and Great Falls are regional
medical centers, and between 17 and 25 percent of
health care earnings in these cities may be
attributed to patients from outside these areas. This
implies that the health care industry represents
roughly 4 to 5 percent of the economic base in
these cities.
□
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Recent M ontana R ecreation
and Tourism Studies
PAUL R. PACINI

Because of the lack of up-to-date statistics, travel,
tourism, and recreation make up one of the least
understood industries in Montana. Until recently,
researchers had done very little to assess accurately
the economic value of the tourism and recreation
industry to the state. The last comprehensive survey
of year-round tourist expenditures in Montana was
completed in 1963-64 by the University of
Montana's Bureau of Business and Economic
Research. In 1975 a study was conducted by
Montana State University, but it did not include
full-season coverage. And in any event,
expenditure data are not very useful in measuring
economic impact. The proportion of those
expenditures which represent personal income to
Montanans is of far greater significance.
During 1979 and 1980, five studies were
conducted relative to recreation and tourism in
M ontana. A lthough each study was an
independent effort, together the results provide
the most current information available concerning
Montana residents' recreation participation and
attitudes and their use of energy in recreation
activities; the characteristics of nonresident
travelers in Montana, their expenditures and their
contribution to personal income in the state; and

the attitudes of nonresidents toward Montana as a
vacation
destination.
From these studies
economists and state government officials may be
able to estimate the economic impact of the
industry on the state and develop a strategy to
further expand the tourism industry in Montana.

Montana Outdoor Recreation Survey
In December 1980 the Bureau of Business and
Economic Research at the University of Montana
completed the Montana Outdoor Recreation
Survey, which was funded by the Montana
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks. In the
course of the study, some 1,237 randomly selected
Montana residents were interviewed by telephone
to determine the recreation activities in which they
regularly participate, which activities they prefer,
and their opinions regarding numerous issues
relating to outdoor recreation in Montana.
The study generated considerable information.
The survey methodology assures that the results are
representative of the statewide population. Among
the findings are:
approximately 75 percent of Montanans
eighteen years of age and over spend some of their

leisure time participating in outdoor recreation
activities;
—about 57 percent of the respondents reported
camping at least one day in 1979, and the median
number of days recorded was ten; participation
information was collected for twenty-one activities
in all;
—nearly half (46 percent) of those surveyed favor
user fees to pay for recreation facilities and
services;
—conflicts between private landowners and
people who use their land for recreation are
perceived as a serious problem by Montanans;
about 70 percent of the survey respondents made
this assessment.
Other information covered includes attitudes
toward hunting and fishing limits, water use and
energy issues, and enforcement of fish, game, and
park regulations. Copies of the survey results may
be obtained for $3.50 from:
Department of Fish, W ildlife and Parks
Conservation Education Division
1420 East Sixth Avenue
Helena, MT 59620
Bureau o f Business and Economic Research
School of Business Administration
University of Montana
Missoula, MT 59812

Outdoor Recreation Activities and Energy
Consumption
In November 1979, the Energy Division of the
Montana Department of Natural Resources and
Conservation considered alternative ways of
restricting energy consumption if fuel shortages
became severe. One alternative, which would have
affected outdoor recreation and tourism, was a
restriction of auto, motorcycle, and boat races. In
February 1980, the U.S. Department of Energy
announced standby fuel conservation measures
which would include weekend restrictions on the
use of motor-driven pleasure boats. This proposal
was later withdrawn.
These proposals remind us that many outdoor
recreation activities involve fuel consumption and,
in the event of a critical shortage, their curtailment
may once again be considered. If restrictions are
imposed, there would be obvious implications for
the state's travel and tourism industry.
To determine which outdoor recreation activities
result in the most fuel consumption, the Parks
Division of the Montana Department of Fish,
W ildlife and Parks sponsored a study by John W.
Blunt and Stephen F. McCool of the University of
Montana's School of Forestry. This report assessed
Montanans' total energy consumption while
participating in each of nineteen outdoor
recreation activities.
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Copies of this study are available from the Parks
Division of the Department of Fish, W ildlife and
Parks.

Old West Region Nonresident Travel and
Recreation Survey
In November 1980, Oblinger-McCaleb, a con
sulting firm in Denver, completed a four-season
nonresident visitor survey for the Old West
Regional Commission. Reports were completed for
each Old West state: Montana, Wyoming, North
Dakota, South Dakota, and Nebraska.
The Montana study was based on information
collected from 3,513 nonresident visitors to
Montana. The report summarized various
characteristics of the nonresident traveler in
Montana, including travel and expenditure
patterns and recreation participation. The study
findings show that during June-August 1979 the
typical nonresident traveler in Montana:
—was on summer vacation;
—stayed in the state for 4.5 days;
traveled by auto in a group of two or three
persons and these groups spent an average of
$66.36 per day, mostly on gasoline, food, and
lodging;
spent most of his or her recreational time at
public campgrounds and visiting historical sites or
other special attractions. The study concluded that
during 1979-80, approximately 2.5 million
nonresident travelers spent $252 million in
Montana.
Copies of the survey results are available for $3.50
from the Parks Division of the Department of Fish,
Wildlife and Parks.

Economic Impact of Tourism in Montana
The Travel Promotion Bureau of the Montana
Department of Highways recently sponsored a
study of the impact of tourism in Montana. Western
Analysis, Inc., a Helena-based consulting firm,
performed the study, which was completed in
September 1980. The report utilized data from the
Old West survey and other sources and concluded
that:
—the travel and tourism industry in Montana
generated $172 million in earnings for 20,000
Montana workers in 1979;
tourism accounts for 40 percent of total travel
activity in the state; the remaining travel is business
related or due to travelers passing through the state
to reach out-of-state destinations;
28

—ten Montana counties account for 80 percent
of the state's total travel-related employment.
This study concluded that in calendar year 1979
approximately 3.5 million nonresident visitors
spent nearly $500 million in Montana. These figures
are considerably higher than those of the Old West
study. A more extensive report on the Western
Analysis survey was included in the Winter 1980
issue of the Montana Business Quarterly.

Montana Tourism Marketing
Development Plan
Davidson-Peterson Associates, Inc., of New York,
completed this plan for the Travel Promotion
Bureau in December 1980. Its aim was to devise a
five-year plan to guide public and private tourism
development in Montana.
This study also utilized telephone interviews.
Over 600 persons residing in the states and
Canadian provinces surrounding Montana were
contacted. The information collected included
some surprising discoveries:
—only 2 percent of those interviewed listed
Montana as their preferred vaction site;
only 8 percent of the respondents even
considered Montana as a vacation possibility;
—nearly one-third of the U.S. residents surveyed
could not name a vacation destination in Montana;
Glacier and Yellowstone national parks are the
major reasons visitors come to Montana, although
those who visit the parks do not view themselves as
visitors to Montana.
Due to the survey results the study suggested
that the state step up its travel and tourism
promotional campaign. The five-year plan outlined
recommended an attempt to attract more
Canadian visitors to the state, increased emphasis
on marketing Montana's vacation possibilities to
blue-collar residents of surrounding states, and a
campaign aimed at persuading Yellowstone and
Glacier visitors to spend some travel time in
Montana outside the parks. To accomplish these
goals, Davidson-Peterson recommended that the
state greatly increase its appropriations for travel
and tourism advertising and promotion.
A copy of this plan can be obtained through your
local library on inter-library loan from the Montana
State Library in Helena.
□
Paul R. Pacini is O utdoor Recreation Planner, Parks
Division, Montana Department o f Fish, W ildlife and
Parks.
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The Gilman S ta te Bank Failure
JEFFREY L. CUNNIFF

T h e 1920s may have been "roaring” elsewhere in
the nation, but the era was a "bust” period in
Montana. Between 1920 and 1926 more than half of
Montana's commercial banks failed. A severe
drought throughout the state spelled disaster for
farmers and businesses, and along with them, the
banks. During this period 214 Montana banks
closed. One of these small, rural banks, the Gilman
State Bank, was a victim of this banking crisis. The
bank building still stands, in a community that no
longer exists — a silent reminder of the many small
banks that once dotted Montana's landscape.
The G ilm an State Bank was o ffic ia lly
incorporated on February 15, 1910. It began
operation originally as the Augusta State Bank in
the town of Augusta, which is fifty-three miles west
° f Great Falls at the foot of the Rocky Mountains.
Six men signed the articles of incorporation; four

were businessmen who had recently arrived from
Cando, North Dakota, and the other two were
longer-term residents of Augusta.
The bank was founded to meet the financial
needs of the residents in the west end of the Sun
River Valley. Selected in 1905 as the site of an $8
million federal irrigation project, the Sun River
Valley had attracted many settlers. The newly
passed Enlarged Homestead Act of 1909 also
encouraged settlement, since it provided 320-acre
plots for farmers wishing to settle in the West. Tens
of thousands of them did move West, some locating
in the Augusta area. The upper Sun River region
seemed to be a logical place for a bank.
Abram Lincoln Bradley was the driving force
among the Augusta Bank's incorporators. Before
moving to Augusta and assuming the bank's
presidency, Bradley, who was in his mid-forties.
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had been a bookkeeper for a Cando implement
company. His banking background was limited. As
a teenager in Ontario, Canada, he had served as a
messenger boy in the Merchants' Bank of St.
Thomas.
The new Augusta State Bank's cashier was R.
Percy Abbey, a personal friend of Bradley's when
the two lived in Cando. Abbey had no previous
banking experience, but as one of the new bank's
incorporators, he was also enthusiastic about
business prospects.
To these men's good fortune, within a year of
incorporation the Great Northern Railroad began a
survey to determine its main line through the Sun
River Valley. The railroad announced plans to
eventually cross the Continental Divide and join
the main track at Essex on the southern boundary of
Glacier National Park.
Augusta was not on the survey route; one reason
was the poor drainage in the area. Instead the
railroad established a temporary end-of-track
townsite two miles north of Augusta. The townsite
was named Gilman, in honor of a Great Northern
vice president, L.C. Gilman.
In 1912, railroad officials approached A.L. Bradley
to head the Gilman Townsite Company. Bradley
enthusiastically accepted, convinced the bank's
directors of the prudence of a move to Gilman, and
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immediately solicited buyers for lots in the new
community. In November, the Augusta State Bank
became the Gilman State Bank — to the disfavor of
Augusta's longtime businessmen. A year later the
Augusta business community obtained a state bank
charter, and established the Peoples' Bank of
Augusta.
Bradley's bank soon prospered. Gilman served as
the terminus of a twenty mile road to a diversion
dam being constructed by a thousand-man crew of
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. In addition, the
town had 250 permanent residents and countless
new homesteaders arrived daily. A school was built,
a depot constructed, and a dozen businesses
opened.
The homesteaders, now aspiring farmers,
borrowed from Bradley's bank to buy seed and
equipment. When World War I promised to drive
the price of wheat to $4 per bushel — an unheard of
price — farmers borrowed even more.
Then the drought came. In 1917 the state
averaged 13 inches of rainfall. Fifteen was
considered a minimal amount for the type of
dryland farming practiced around the Sun River
region. Farmers saw profits begin to decline.
Available markets dwindled, and credit tightened.
Over the next few years the situation grew even
worse as the drought continued and worldwide
agricultural prices dropped to their prewar level.
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The Gilman State Bank looked to eastern banking
corporations for money. Using local loans as
collateral, Bradley's bank usually borrowed in the
spring and summer months. As local farmers
increased their demands for loans, the Gilman bank
was forced to make numerous requests for more
money from those eastern banks. As the drought
worsened, the banks refused to continue to accept
farm loans as collateral.
Many of the Gilman area homesteaders knew
very little about farming. As long as rainfall was
adequate and a crop guaranteed, they could meet
their loan payments. But there was no remedy for
the continuing drought. The irrigation system
which had attracted settlers to the area was not
extensive enough to meet the region's agricultural
needs.
The farmers had begun w ith big hopes and small
pocketbooks, and during these bad times could not
pay the interest on their bank loans. To make
matters worse, Bradley and his bank officers proved
inadequate in analyzing the complexities of the
region's farming and ranching situation. They, like
the homesteaders, knew little about dryland
farming and the raising of livestock under such
adverse conditions.
Records from meetings of the bank's board of
directors show that in March 1918 the bank officers
discovered that notes totalling $18,000 were
overdue. The officers described these as "slow ."
This amount was slightly more than 10 percent of
the bank s total loans. At that point the officers
described no loans as being "d o u b tfu l" or a "loss."
Optimism still prevailed, and Bradley and his staff
disregarded sound banking practices in hopes of
regaining their losses. From 1918 to 1920 they
increased their total loans by $86,000, from $150,900
to $236,900. In that same period deposits grew only
$52,000. Correspondingly, the loan-to-deposit ratio
also jumped, from 115 percent to 130 percent,
figures which would make any present-day banker
shudder. Clearly, the bank was in trouble.
With the advent of the 1920s the situation in
Gilman
and elsewhere in Montana — grew
worse. By 1921 over one-fourth or $54,000 of the
Gilman State Bank's loans were overdue. The bank
officers listed the loans as "$36,000, slow; $4,000,
doubtful; and $2,000, total loss." The officers
admitted that the $2,000 "total loss" fig ure was
probably conservative. The remaining $12,000 in
overdue loans consisted mostly of notes less than
three months in arrears. The officers considered
these as being subject to repayment.

Obviously unable to combat the weather and
otherwise helpless to improve the bank's financial
status, its directors voted for closure in November
1923. The directors' closing condition report
showed there were more than $47,000 in loans
listed as a total loss. As noted above, tw o years
before the total losses had been reported as
amounting to only $2,000. And, the loan-to-deposit
ratio had increased still further, to 167 percent. But
what was even more compelling was that the bank's
reserves dropped below the state's legal
requirements, with no prospects of improvement.
The bank was placed into receivership fo r the
next two years. The majority of the bank's
depositors received very little in return for their
deposits. The bank officers did repay portions of
the deposits, but the Gilman State Bank's losses
were too extensive for total repayment.
The town of Gilman began to decline even
before its bank closed. In 1922, a spur line
connecting Augusta w ith the Great Northern tracks
was completed. Many of the Augusta residents and
businesses which had relocated in Gilman moved
back to Augusta. Eventually even the Gilman
railroad station was closed and moved, literally, the
two miles to Augusta. Soon the only structure left in
Gilman was the abandoned brick bank building.
Despite its revitalization, Augusta saw its share of
bad times, too. The Peoples' State Bank closed
several weeks after the Gilman State Bank failed.
The closure o f the Gilman State Bank epitomized
the failure of other Montana banks during the
homesteading period. It was a small, rural bank,
undercapitalized, operating in an area with a small
population and a poorly diversified economy. Its
demise was due to the prolonged drought,
decreased agricultural prices, and poor banking
practices.
By the time the bank failed the dreams of many
homesteaders had faded and bankruptcy was
rampant throughout Montana. Thousands of farm
families left the state. We look back now at this era
as one of the more interesting chapters in the state's
history, if not one of its saddest in terms of human
despair.
□
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Jeffrey L. C unniff was form erly an archivist w ith the
Montana Historical Society, Helena. He now works for
W endt Advertising, Great Falls.
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